SUMMARY In this letter we propose a new analytical iterative method for calculating the throughput and average cell latency of the crosspoint queued switch with random scheduling algorithm under the bursty traffic model. This method is verified by comparing it with simulation results, which shows a very good match. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first analytical method for performance analysis of such a switch under the bursty traffic model. key words: crosspoint queued switch, throughput, average cell latency, bursty traffic
Introduction
The Crosspoint Queued (CQ) switch is a crossbar switch which contains buffers only in crosspoints. Unfortunately, due to technological issues, its realization wasn't possible until recently. As the crossbar architecture is very attractive because of it's simplicity and non-blocking structure, more complex architectures such as Virtual Output Queueing (VOQ) and Combined Input and Crosspoint Queueing (CICQ) were used. However, propagation delay of control communication between linecards and switching fabric imposes certain limitations in terms of the performance of these architectures. Lately it's been shown that CQ architecture is feasible using modern technology [1] , as implementation of large buffers in crosspoints is no longer a problem. The absence of input queues overcomes the propagation delay problem of architectures such as VOQ and CICQ, as CQ switch can be implemented on a single chip [1] .
CQ switch performances were analyzed in previous research [1] - [3] . Closed form relations for throughput and average cell latency are presented in [1] , but only for onecell buffers and uniform arrival traffic. The complexity of this approach makes it inappropriate for the longer buffers [2] . The iterative method for the throughput calculation of the CQ switch with various-length buffers, for uniform arrival traffic is presented in [2] . The simulation analysis of throughput, average cell latency, and cell delay variation are performed for different input traffics, buffer lengths and scheduling algorithms [3] .
Since the CQ switch is very attractive for implemen- [4] . The analysis is based on the 3D Markov's chain system modeling. This method has been verified by the simulation results. This paper is organized as follows. The structure of the analyzed CQ switch is given in Sect. 2 and the analytical model for the performance analysis is proposed in Sect. 3. The comparison between analytical and simulation results is performed in Sect 4. Conclusions are given in Sect. 5.
Structure of the analyzed switch
The structure of the CQ switch is shown in Fig. 1 . Analyzed switch has N input/output lines. Packet arriving at the input i and intended for output j is directly stored into crosspoint buffer (XB i j , each of size s packets), or rejected if corresponding XB is full. Following common practice, we assume that the incoming packets have a fixed size length (referred to as cells), which means that the segmentation and reassembly are accomplished outside the switch [5] . In each time slot, the scheduler chooses one of the non-empty crosspoint buffers from the common output line and forwards its head-of-the-line (HOL) packet to an output linecard. In this letter, we analyze the switch with random scheduling policy. 
Traffic model
Time is divided into equal slots, where each slot's length corresponds to the requirement of transferring one cell. Each time slot is conceptually divided into two phases: the departure phase, in which packets leave the switch; and the arrival phase, in which packets arrive to the input lines of the switch and are stored in the corresponding crosspoint buffers. In this analysis the departure phase precedes the arrival phase, which doesn't affect the generality of the results, as it's well known that order of these phases makes no influence on switch performance. The traffic at each input is modeled by Interrupted Bernoulli Process [3] . Cells arrive in group of cells intended for the same output line (bursts), so probability of new cell arrival depends on whether the new cell arrived at the last time slot or not. If there was new cell arrival in the last time slot, in the current time slot new cell arrives with probability α or does not arrive with probability 1 − α; if there wasn't new cell arrival in the last time slot, there isn't in the current, either, with probability β, or there is new cell arrival with probability 1 − β. These probabilities can be calculated by the following equations:
Bs is the average burst size and p is the offered input load.
The arriving bursts are intended for one of the N possible outputs, so the incoming traffic can be in one of three states: State 1: There is no incoming cell on the observed input. State 2: There is an incoming cell on the observed input, which is not intended for the observed output. State 3: There is an incoming cell on the observed input which is intended for the observed output.
The finite state machine of the observed XB's incoming traffic is shown in Fig. 2 , and transition probabilities are given by Eq. (3).
where γ = 1/N. 
Buffer state model
Our performance analysis model is based on a virtual buffer model, which is a modification of the one that is presented in [4] . Virtual buffer model, in order to simplify buffer state model, relies on modeling only one, observed XB, while it is assumed that all XBs from the observed output line are featured by the same steady-state probability distribution. However, bearing in mind dependency of common output XBs, virtual buffer (V B), which is composed of the HOL cells from non-empty XBs from the observed output line (see Fig. 1 ), must be modeled along with observed XB. In addition, it is necessary to take into account the state of the traffic source on the observed input. Therefore, the system is modeled by 3D Markov chain that considers occupancy of the observed XB (L), state of the traffic source on observed input (G), and observed V B's length (W). Let π (l,g,w) denote probability that, at the end of the time slot, the observed XB contains L = l cells, the traffic source on the observed input is in the state G = g, and that the virtual buffer length is
. Therefore, steady-state probability vector is given by Eq. (4) and transition matrix, which contains probabilities of transition from state with XB's occupancy L = i to L = j, is given by Eq. (5).
Matrices that define the probabilities of moving to the states of lower, higher and the same order are denoted as A −1 , A 1 and A 0 , respectively. Since the departure phase precedes the arrival phase, the case of previously full XB when the loss can occur (C 0 ), and the cases of previously empty XB when the arriving cell cannot leave the buffer (D 0 , D 1 ), must be carefully considered.
Let W l and W c denote the virtual buffer lengths at the end of previous and current time slots, respectively. The probability of a new cell arriving at the concurrent XB which was empty at the end of the previous slot is given by:
The probability that the concurrent non empty XB contains only one cell at the end of the previous slot, while no new cell arrives in the current slot, is given by:
Let P F (W l ,W c ) and P B(W l ,W c ) be the probabilities that HOL cell of the observed XB is forwarded to the output or blocked, respectively, during the current time slot. Then, the following relation is derived:
In the relation (8), 1/W l is the cell departure probability and the remainder of the expression is a binomial distribution. The virtual buffer length changes according to this distribution in the considered case. Similarly, in relation (9), the cases where concurrent XB whose HOL cell is forwarded is empty at the end of current time slot must be considered.
Taking into account all the possible virtual buffers lengths, the probabilities P F (W l ,W c ) and P B(W l ,W c ) form F and B matrices which contain the probabilities of successful forwarding or blocking of HOL cells of the observed XB, and are given by Eq. (10) and Eq. (11).
It is straightforward to define matrices A and C, as given by Eq. (12), where Z is a N xN all-zero matrix.
P 11 * B P 12 * B P 13 * F P 21 * B P 22 * B P 23 * F
P 11 * B P 12 * B P 13 * (B+F) P 21 * B P 22 * B P 23 * (B+F)
As the departure phase precedes the arrival phase, the previously empty XB cannot participate in the arbitration even if a new cell arrives in the current time slot. However, it is necessary to take into account the changes in length of V Bs. For the purpose of the D matrix calculation, the E matrix is defined by (13) and (14) . The elements of this matrix are probabilities that the V B length changes from W l to W c (described by the binomial distribution). The case of the concurrent XB which was not empty at the end of the previous time slot and is empty at the end of the current time slot has to be taken into account. Regardless of the condition of traffic sources in a current slot, the previously empty XB does not participate in the arbitration. Therefore, the same E matrix is applicable to any state of the traffic sources in the current slot, and the following tags correspond to the case when a new cell does not arrive.
Finally, D matrices are defined by (15). XB remains empty if no new cell arrives (D 0 ). Otherwise, it goes to the higher order state (D 1 ). Calculating the matrices A, C and D, we get the transition matrix T . Thereafter, the state distribution vector can be obtained using an iterative method.
For a given state distribution vector, the throughput is calculated as the probability that not all of the observed output's XBs are empty at the beginning of the departure phase. It corresponds to the probability that these were not empty at the end of the previous slot:
Average XB occupancy is given by:
Average cell latency is then, based on the Little's law, given by:
Results validation
The results obtained using the presented analytical model are validated through numerous simulations, for different switch sizes, buffer lengths, offered loads, and average bursts. All simulations are performed for analyzed traffic model on a ten million time slots, because of hardware constraints of simulation platform. Also, we noticed that further increase of simulation time change results too slow. Due to space limitation, we present the comparison between the calculated throughput and the corresponding simulation results only for 16x16 CQ switch. Table 1 shows the differences between the simulation and analytical throughput results for 16x16 CQ switch, expressed in percentages. In most cases, these differences are far below 1%, which confirms our approach and validates derived formulas.
Analytical and simulation results for average cell latency as a function of offered load, for Bs = 16 and XB's sizes s ∈ [1, 4, 8, 16] , are shown in Fig. 4 . Simulation and analytical results are quite close.
Differences between simulation and analytical average cell latency results for 16x16 CQ switch are presented in Table 2 . It can be noticed that differences vary from less than 1% to about 10%. These differences are consequence of applied approximations and accuracy of calculations as well as limited number of time slots in simulations.
Conclusions
An analytical model for performance analysis of CQ switch, for bursty incoming traffic, is presented in this paper. Model is based on 3D Markov chain where steady-state probabilities are obtained by iterative calculation method. Presented model is verified by comparing its results with simulation results, which shows a very good match (especially for throughput) despite of performed approximations, for any switch size, buffer length, offered load and average burst size.
